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Three species of marine turtles are found in the Greek seas; the
loggerhead turtle Caretta caretta, the green turtle Chelonia
mudas and the leatherback turtle Dmnochelys coriacea. Of
these, only the loggerhead turtleeis known to nest on greek beaches. Extremely important nesting areas of Caretta were disco1982).
vered in 1977 on the island of Zakynthos @b~@~%~ulis,
Subsequently, air and ground surveys conducted mainly in
western and southern parts of Greece have revealed other
nesting areas.
The loggerhead turtle is considered an endangered species within
the boundaries of the EEC. The most serious threats are tourist
development of the nesting areas and accidental capture at sea
(Groombridge, 1982).
The present account describes briefly the status of marine turtles
in Greece and the current research and conservation efforts.

.Known nesting areas in Greece
Nesting by Cawtta is known from eight areas where monitoring
programmes have provided reliable data for a number of years.
Other areas in Greece are currently investigated. It must be
noted that sea turtles generally do not change their nesting areas
and therefore each nesting population is unique in that it can
note replenished by others.

1.Zakyzthos
It is the most important nesting area of Caretta caretta in the
Mediterranean. Nesting on Zakynthos occurs mainly on the beaches of Laganas Bay at the southern coast of the island. Touristic
development in the Bay started recently and tourist activities
spread out and affect in one way or another the whole area.
There are six discreet beaches distributed around the Bay:
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Fig. I 1 -Tracks of nesting Caretta caretta.
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Marathonissi, East Laganas, Kalamaki, Sekania, Daphni and
Gerakas. The total beach lenght utilized by turtles is about 3.5
km.
N e s t i on Zakynthos has been closely monitored since 1983.
The total number of nests fluctuates from season to season and
ranges from about 2000 to 860 nests per season. Nesting density
ranges from about 570 to 250 nestdlrm. This figure is the highest
in the Mediterranean and amongst the top three in the world.
Nesting is not evenly distributed on the available habitat. Some
beaches (e.g. Sekania) exhibit a very high concentration of
nesting (up to 3000 nestsikm) which is considered atypical of
Caretta caretta. It is probable that the long Laganas beach used
to be the major nesting area, but because of the recently increased disturbances most nesting occurs now on the less disturbed
beaches, like Sekania.
Apart from beach monitoring, a long-term tagging project is
unfaibgly conducted since 1982. The total number of turtles tagged until 1990 reached 1616 individuals. From tagged animals it
was found that loggerhead turtles may nest more than once
during the same season. Some individuals in Zakynthos are seen
to depit up to four nests in one season. Furthermore, it was
found that the main bulk of the mature females migrate for
nesting to Zakynthos every two or three years. Since 1987 more
than 50% of the animals seen are already tagged from previous
seasons.
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Fig. 12 -Adult female of C. caretta.

Main threats for the nestmg areas in Zakynthos are the uncontrolled development of the land behind the nesting areas and also
tourist activities (beach umbrellas, speed boats, etc.). Although
there is adequate legislation to protect marine turtles and nesting
areas in Zakynthos, there is very little enforcement of the laws
(see below Conservation Measures).

2.Bag of Kiparissia
The Bay of Kiparissia is an open bay in the western Peloponnesus
and its shoreline comprises mostly of sandy beaches. The total
number of nests built along 44 km of beach was 598 in 1987. Most
nesting concentrates to the south of the Bay where nesting densities reach more than 70 n e s t s h . It is worthwhile to note that
extensive parts of beach seemingly ideal for nesting and having
the least of disturbances are not utilized accordmgly by turtles
(Margaritoulis, 1988). Until the end of 1989 season 368 individuals were tagged along Kiparissia Bay.
Kiparissia Bay is the second in importance nesting area of
Caretta caretta in Greece. The area has a rather low demand for
tourist development and its favourable morphology (i.e. wide
beach platform, dunes, coastal forest) keeps nesting turtles in a
rather safe distance from land-oriented disturbances (lights,
noise, etc.). Nevertheless, the turtle population in Kiparissia
faces other threats. These affect mainly eggs and hatchlings and
are caused by predation and inundation of nests by sea water.
In a study conducted in 1987, it was found that about half of the
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LIFE STAGES OF THE SEA TURTLE AND
FACTORS AFFECTING THEM

Fig. 13 - Life stages of the sea turtle and factors affecting them.
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Fig. 14 - Egglaying Caretfa caretta.

deposited nests have been disturbed by predators and about 30%
were covered by the sea. High percentage of inundated nests is
attributed to the predominant NW winds which may cause a
heavy surf on the coast.
In orde to offset the loss by inundation, nests deposited very
close to the water ("doomed nests) are transplanted to a beach
hatchery. In 1988 more than 2700 hatchlings emerged from the
hatchery nests and reached safely the sea.

3. Crete island
Reconnaissance surveys have shown a remarkable nesting activity on some beaches of Crete. Preliminary estimates put the
number of depited nests to more than 400. A systematic survey is
on the way.

4. Lakonikos Bag
Lakonikos Bay in southern Peloponnesus has an opening of about
60 lan. Although the total lenght of the Bay's coastline exceeds
160 h,
only few of these are considered suitable for nesting. The
main nesting areas, comprising of about 23 km in lenght, are
found to the north part of the bay. The total number of nests
built during 1989 on Lakonikos beaches was 154 (nesting density:
6.5 nests~km).Thirty three turtles have been tagged in Lakonikos
Bw.
From a sample of 98 nests in 1989, 60 nests (61.2%) were disturbed by predators and 18 nests (18.4%) were inundated by sea
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Fig. 15 - Hatchlings of C, caretta

water at least once. Nest predation puts the turtle population in
Lakonikos Bay under severe stress. In 1990, the great majority of
nests have been protected in situ by fencing. This reduced predation by almost 80%.
Another loss for the turtle population in Lakonikos Bay is caused
by accidental capture due to the intensive fishing activity that
occurs in the bay. Seven turtles (4 loggerheads, 2 greens and 1
leatherback) were found stranded or reported dead during the
summer of 1989. A pilot project conducted during the winter
1989-1990 revealed that at least 44 turtles (38 loggerheads and 6
greens) were captured accidentally by fishermen in the bay
(Margaritoulis et al., in prep.).

5.Cephalonia
The island of Cephalonia is situated in the I o ~ a nSea, few miles
north of Zakynthos. A small number of loggerhead clutches (5075 per season) are deposited on the southeast beaches. Some of
the turtles nesting there were previously tagged on Zakynthos.

6. Strophillia-Kotychi lagoon (NWPeloponnesus)
A small population of Caretta caretta utilizes the extensive

beach (more than 25 km) from the protected coastal forest of
Strophillia to Kotychi lagoon which is included in the Ramsar
convention.
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Fig. 16 Female returning to the sea.

Z Rhodes island
The coasts of Rhodes are used for nesting by a small population
of Caretta caretta (21 nests during 1989). The presence of
Chelonia mydas has been frequently recorded at sea but no
nesting of this species has been located. Six turtles were found
dead on the coasts of Rhodes during 1989; one of them bore a tag
applied offshore in Italy (Argano, in litt.).
8. R m w s
It consists of a system of beaches about 3 krn long, situated south
of Kiparissia on the western Peloponnesus coast. In 1989, 17
nests were recorded.

.Turtles at sea
All the three species of marine turtles found in the Mediterranean
are also seen in the Greek seas. Caretta caretta is the most common sea turtle. A small number of Chelonia mydas have been
also recorded (Margaritoulis et al., 1986; unpublished data). The
leatherback sea turtle Demochelys coriacea is considered a
rather regular visitor, albeit rare, in the Greek seas. Between
1982 and 1984, 11 individual leatherbacks have been recorded,
either captured or stranded (Margaritoulis, 1986).
Strandiis are reported to Port Police Authorities all over Greece
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Fig. 17 - Caretta caretta. Apulia.

and they are collected for evaluation by STPS. An assessment of
accidental captures of turtles is on the way with the cooperation
of fishermen in Lakonikos Bay and on Rhodes island.
A main objective of the tagging project is to assess the distribution of the nesting females at sea and their probable wintering or
feeding areas. About 3% of the tagged turtles have been reported
by fishermen from a very wide zone in the Mediterranean, extending west to S a r d i i , east to western Turkey, south to Tunisia
and Libya and north to the north Aegean and the head of the
Adriatic Sea. Most of the tag returns come from the Gulf of Gab&
in Tunisia which is apparently a wintering area of the turtle populations breedmg in Greece (Margaritoulis, 1988a).

=Consewation measures
Nominal protection of marine turtles in Greece is provided by the
following legislative acts:
1. Presidential Decree No 617 (Gov. Gazette 163N18-7-1980),
prohibits fishing of sea turtles, destruction of eggs and collection of hatchlings.
2. Presidential Decree No 67 (Gov. Gazette 23A130-1-1981 and
43Al18-2-1981) declares Caretta caretta, Chelonia mydas
and D e m c h e l y s coriacea as protected species and prohibits
!dhg, mutilation, trade, capture, etc.
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Fig. 18 - Sketch map of Laganas Bay in Zakynthos showing (in capital letters) the six nesting areas of Caretta caretta.
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Fig. 19 - Subadult C. caretta.

3. EEC Regulation 362611982 ratifies for the EEC member-states
the Convention for International Trade on the Endangered
Species (CITES) which includes sea turtles.
4. Law 133511983 ratifies the Convention on the Conservation of
European Wildlife and Natural Habitats (Bern Convention) in
which sea turtles are included in the Appendix I1 (strictly protected fauna species).
Legislative protection of nesting areas in Greece is provided obly
for Zakynthos. More specifically:
1. In 1987 a Ministerial Decision demarcated a Housing Control
Zone in the wider area behind the nesting beaches. The
Decision defines areas for Controlled Development, Restricted
Building and zones where turtle nesting is strictly protected.
The Ministerial Decision assumed recently the stronger status
of a Presidential Decree (Gov. Gazette 347 Dl5-7-1990). Some
of the most important regulations regarding the protection of
Zakynthos nesting beaches are the following:
a. No touristic development is allowed in the protected areas.
Housing is controlled under strict buildmg regulations.
b. No lights are allowed on the nesting areas and at sea in front
of them.
c. Use of all nesting beaches in restricted between sunset and
sunrise, from 1June to 31 October each year.
d. Traffic of all kinds of vehicles is prohibited on these beaches.
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e. Sunbeds, beach umbrellas, etc. are not allowed on the nesting
beaches, except for explicity delimited zones totaling 300 m
on the East Laganas and ICalamakibeaches.
2. Ministerial Decision 18670R77129-2-1988 regulates speedboat
and fishing activities in Laganas Bay. The Decision defines a
core area of about 2000 ha, totally closed to vessels and a buffer area of about 13000 ha with a speed limit of 6 knots.
Furthermore, stopping and anchorage in the buffer is allowed

only under a special permit. No fish farms are allowed in both
areas.
Existing legislation in Zakynthos is generally poorly enforced.
The Standing Committee of the Convention on the Conservation
of European Wildlife and Natural Habitats (Bern Convention),
acting on the advice of a group of experts on marine turtles,
approved repeatedly a number of Recommendations concerning
the protection of Caretta in Zabthos. Although Greece has ratified the Bern Convention, the majority of the Recommendations
have not been implemented.
A management proposal by the University of Thessaloniki
(Arianoutsou, 1988), including acquisition of the core areas, establishement of an Interpretation Centre and eco-development
schemes to compensate landowners, has never been implemented although it was adopted by the govenunent and received funding from the EEC in the context of the Integrated Mediterranean Programmes.
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g. 21 -Turtle returning to the sea
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Fig. 22 - Known nesting area of Caretta caretta in Greece 1. Zakynthos;
2. Kiparissia Bay; 3. Crete; 4. Lakonikos Bay; 5. Cephalonia; 6. Strophillia
- Kotychi lagoon; 7. Rhodes; 8. Rornanos.
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The failure of the state to compensate landowners, exacerbated
their already negative attitutes and in 1990 the situation reached
a critical point with hostile actions against project members and
the inability or unwihgness of the local authorities to enforce
the law.
The Sea Turtle Protection Society of Greece (STPS) was formed
in 1983 with objectives to study and conserve sea turtles, and
promote public awareness. The Society administers sea turtle
projects in Greece, in cooperation with local authorities and other
organizations, with support mainly from the EEC and WWF.
Many greek and foreign volunteers participate in the Society's
projects. The main projects currently conducted are the following:
a. Monitoring of nesting activity. It is executed on the known
nesting areas and includes monitoring of beaches, marand
protection of nests, tagging of female turtles, relocation of "doomed" nests in hatcheries, etc. It covers more than 150 km of beaches.
b. Public Awareness. It is conducted on the most important areas
and consists of establishment of Information Stations with the
aim to aware local people and visitors. Also, turtles presentations
are arranged in cooperation with tourist agencies.
c. Pilot study on accidental catch. It is carried out in cooperation
with &herman and includes tagging and release of accidentally
captured turtles.
d. Environmental Education. It is conducted with the approval of
the Minishy of Education and concerns sensitization of schoolchildren, e s p e d y in areas with known nesting sites.
e. Investigation of other potential nesting areas.
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